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Colby Faces Bowdoin isx Fa mous Enppglish
:
Herbert
C.
Hoover
To A ear Tuesda y
Crucial Game Of Series
Coming To Colby

Mules Must Beat Bowdoin
To Win The State
Series

Undismayed by a smashing defeat
at the hands of a powerful University
of New Hampshire eleven, a' determined Colby White Mule girds its
loins in preparation for its opening
State Series tussle with the Bowdoin
Polar Bear on Saturday.
In facing the men of .Adam Walsh,
master of Bowdoin 's football destiny,
the McCoymen face a crucial test for
a win over the Bears would place the
sons of Colby in a position to gain
their first title in fourteen years.
A glance at the records of the two
teams indicates that the game should
be a thriller. Each team has been defeated , Bowdoin once and Colby
twice. The Bears, while 'bowing to
Williams, hold victories over Massachusetts State and Wesleyan ; the
Mules, before losing to New Hampshire, lost to Tufts and defeated
Union and Lowell Textile. The series,
inaugurated between the Brunswick
and Waterville institutions in 1892,
stands in favor of Bowdoin, twentythree games to twenty-one.
The Whittier Field meeting of the
(Continued on page 2)

New Colby Project

Gains Mo m entum

Construction work on the new Mayflower Hill campus of Colby College is
proceeding on four fronts at the present time and will he continued as long
as weather permits, according to A.
Galen Eustis, treasurer of the college.
The work of constructing the
foundation of the Lorimer Memorial
Chapel for which ground was broken
at a public ceremony in August, has
reached a stage where all of the excavation and most of the concrete
retaining walls have been completed.
The foundations aro well drained and
will be protected by a covering of
liny throughout the winter months. (Continued on page 3)

Montgomery Contest
Includes New England
Announcement was made today by
Professor Herbert C. Libby, head of
tho department of Public Speaking in
Colby college, that the annual Montgomery Interscholastie Prize Speaking Contest hitherto confined to representatives from the schools of
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts will' henceforth be enlarged
to include all of the schools of New;
England. The enlargement of the
contest has been made upon the suggestion 'of the donor of the prizes,
Mr. Job H, Montgomery, of Camden,
who is to contribute an additional
sum each year to provide suitable
souvenirs of tho occasion. The prizes
will remain the same as formerly,
namely, a first of $50, a second oil
$25 , a third of -$1G, and a fourth of
$10.
The contest for 1988, the 29th in
tho series, will be hold on Friday afternoon and evening of May 6. It
will bo open to any boy regularly enrolled, in; any secondary school of Now
England, but no school can bo represented by more than two , contestants. In the . last two ' years, over
100 young orators have competed for
tlio prizes. 7 With tlio addition "of tho
other Now England states it is expected . that , . the:, number. , ..of contestants
will be very largely increased,

Dr. Grace foster

Speaks At forum

Wilfred Walter, one of England's
greatest Sliakespearan actors, in his
second tour of the United States, will
appear on the second lecture of the
Colby Lectuxe Series on Tuesday
evening, October 26, in the First Baptist Church. Mr. Walter, long regarded as one of the most famous English
actors in character sketches and
Shakespearean programs, will have as
his subject: "Life Studies from an
English Actor's Sketchbook."
Born in Y orkshire, England, in the
late nineteenth century, Wilfrid Walter, noted English actor, attended
school there as a young boy, later
continuing his education at Lausanne,
Switzerland. At the age of sixteen ,
he was apprenticed to a wine-grower
(Continued on page 3)

A very successful Forum supper
was enjoyed by many Colby students
at.the Baptist church on Sunday evening, October 17, after which Dr.
Grace Foster, former . professor of
psychology at Colby, gave a most interesting talk on the international
convention of psychiatry which she
attended at Paris this summer. Dr.
Foster's method was to discuss the
highlights of notable speeches made
at this convention.
As in most circles, the subject of
sterilization caused a great deal of
controversy at the convention , some
favoring the system by which sterilization is under the control of the
central government, and others favoring a laissez-faire policy in regard to
The Cooperative Concert Associait. Dr. Foster found a widespread
tion
has just finished its second sucfeeling among European intelectuals
campaign for membership, an
cessful
( Continued on page 3)
increased number of students having
j oined the association. It is planning
to bring to the Waterville audience
Natalie Bodanya , soprano : the Kneisel-Alden-Turner instrumental trio;
and the Ionian Singers male quartet.
Nfataline Bodanya , charming young
Colby fr aternity supporters in the Metropolitan star whose rise to fame
following article to the ECHO have has been spectacular will be heard on
accepted the challenge of the Student Wednesday, November 23; and the
Anti-Fraternity Campaign Committee remaining dates have not been set.
to...written - debate on ..the. ..question ,..of The _ ar.tists.wier.e,.c.^
fraternities or a house plan proposed vote of the committee, which met Satby the committee for the new Colby urday evening at the home of Mrs.
on Mayflower Hill. They further chal- Carl R . Green, chairman.
lenge the committee to oral debate in
The students responsible for the
the college chapel.
success of the campaign in the college
Following is the response and chal- are ; Frank Mellen , Charles Russ,
lenge of the fraternity supporters Bernard Burbank , .t William Carter,
with signer's signatures:
Nathaniel Guptill; ' Victor Malins,
There has been much comment and Elizabeth Solie, Ruth Pike, ' and Evesuggestion among administration offi- lyn Short, members of the Concert
cers and dissatisfied students of this Board ; and Conrad Swift, Leo
colle ge along the line of omitting fra- Kresky, and Doris Rose, assistants.
ternities in the organization of the
new Colby. We believe this movement to be deplorable in the extreme.
Much of the impetus of this discussion has been based upon the extremeThe cheer leaders , the collogo band
ly questionable assumption that fra- and the Athletic Department are planternities in American colleges are - on ning student pep rallies for the enthe way out. It-is a well known , but tire student body at tho following
much overemphasized fact that many hours :
of the huge universities have seen fit
Pep Rally and Song Practice, Tuesto do without them , but there is still day, October 19, 4:30 P. M., in regua very great majority of institutions lar student sections of football stawith our size and traditions in which dium.
•
these societies are fulfilling the purStudent Pep Rally and Song Pracpose which , created them . The ros- tice, Thursday, October ' 21, 4:30 P.
ters of the large national houses are M., -in regular student section of footstill definitely on tho increase, and ball stadium.
every year new chapters are being
Huge Football Rally, . Friday evenadded. Thus we believe that we are ing, October 22 , 7:30 P. MS, on back
by no means old fashioned in think- campus near the band stand with boning fraternities aro a constructive fire and college band. Night.before
part of our lives. We do not d-eny Bowdoin 'game. Speakers , Coaches

Concert; Plans
Are Announced

Frats Demand
Oral Debate

Notice To All Students

Rev. Brush Speaks
At the women's assembly on Monday morning, October eighteenth, the
guest speaker was Mr. Brush, pastor
of the Baptist Church, who, chose as
his subject "The Jews." 7
In introducing his material Mr.
Brush said that he believed that : we,
a majority race, ought to make an
effort to enter the life and thought of
a minority people. We should pause
to reflect on the history of the Jews,
for as a whole, they , have been re T
markable in human history since the
beginning of time. Not only are they
of the toughest racial stuff , but they
are also the most prolific , breeders of
genius—witness Marx and Freud.
Though it is not a universally known
fact, it is nevertheless true that it
(Continued on page 6)

Colby Camera Club :
Visits "Mabmciis

Are Released

The fraternity and sorority scholarship standings ' for tho second semester, 1986-1937 have boon released, by
Registrar Elinor C, Warren. The
standings are based on tho average of
all "the quality points earned by the
active members of tho ' group, The
fraternities in tho order of thoir rank,
together wit , htheir . average quality
points are as follows:
> Zeta Psi, 39. ,
Alpha Tau Omega , 38
Tau Delta Phi ,.. 88 . '
7 Theta Kappa ' Nu, ,313,
Lambda Chi Alpha, 34,
Delta Upsilon , 33 ;;
(Continued on page 5)
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Former President To Deliver
Address At Lovejoy
Exercises
Hon. Herbert Clark Hoover , exPresident of the United States, will
deliver the address at the Lovejoy
Centennial Exercises in the First
Baptist Church, Monday, November 8,
at 3:00 P. M.
The convocation, commemorating
the one hundredth anniversary of the
death of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, patron saint of Colby college, martyr
to the. cause of . freedom of. the press
on November 7, 1837, at Alton , 111.,
promises to be an occasion long to
be remembered , by all who attend.
Among those to be invited to attend
the meeting will be representatives of
the Colby graduating classes and officials and prominent citizens .of the .'
State' of Maine .
Before the actual ceremonies;start,
there will be an academic procession
into the church. Members of the college faculty and officials of the State
will " take part in the cap-and-gown
display. After the address several
. (Continued on page-3)

Radio Staff

Seeks Talent

¦
¦

Colby Students I
Are Cautioned

Frat Dances . *
Announced

, The Colby 'Collogo Student Council ,
through'its president , LeRoy Young,
yesterday made public the dates for
the annual fall fraternity . dances.
Thoso dates, tho choices of the individual . fratornities, woro approved
both by the Student Council and by
tlio Faculty Social Committee. ¦ .
, The dates follow!
i November 13, Knppa Delta"Rh o and
Delta Upsilon,
' November 20,7Tau Delta Phi and
TICKETS
FOR
BOWDOIW
GAME
Lambda
Chi/ Alpha.;
| ^
i
[December
H , Delta Kapjia Epsilon
ON SALE AT BOOK STORE, SALE
and' Zota- Psi, ; . ;; , 7 ; ' ' /^'v ^ ' -M " , ,; ;!
STOPS. AT FRlbAY NOON. ;
;. ' ,( December 11, Phi Dolta Tlvota and
Alpha ~Tau- "Omo1^
; Round trip rate to students $1 per
capita.'
i The collogo band will bo with the
student body in tho special train.
: E veryone out to join in giving the
team all of tho support and enthussiam possible for "the opening of" the
Stato 'Series contest, ' ; / • ' : , ,
' \ In case of rain all .'. scheduled: pep
rallies will beliold ,in tlie;Field .Houso.

,

The Colby Camera Club spent Saturday and Sunday of . last week on
Matinicus Island, the scene of a thriving ^. fishing, .jj oj o^ .and ..located some
twenty' odd miles off Rockland. Transportation out to the island was .provided by the Maine Seacoast Mission's
boat, "The Sunbeam." The group arSeveral important additions to ; the ,,./ ;
rived at five o'clock, and after, h aving staff of the ' Colby radio ' program are ,7
been shown to their respective ac- to be made, Production Manager Wil- /
commodations by Clayton Young who son Piper announced . -today. Spencer , .
conies from the island , the members Winsor, '40, and Bueh\Merrill,:' '40,,
were treated to a magnificent supper are to have charge of -the music (inu by the community. After the supper, tile men's division and with Ruth ;
Professor Lougee spoke to the gath- Pike, '39, will make up " the music !/
ering about his recent trip to Europe staff of the program. Ralph Delano/
and to Alaska, Later in the evening, '40, will, in the future , write the pub- 7
chairs and tables were cleared away, licity for the program. *
¦/ ."
<
the phonograph brought out; and ¦ As the result of an Announcer's
\
dancing 'begun. It was not until near- Audition held last Wednesday, ; in .
.
ly midnight, that the dancing stopped which twenty men tiled out "f our of '. .;•
,
.
and members returned to their lodg- the contestants were chosen to comings.
pete in one more audition. From the .7 .
The next morning the club mem- four, two will be selected "as pernia- ¦:
bers were out early and , until noon ,
(Continued on page 5j - ' "77
I'oamed the island getting pictures and
more pictures of the beautiful and
picturesque , locality.
More,./ p erfect
weather couldn 't be ' desired and a
large number of prints for the forthcoming exhibition should result.
Among those making the trip wore :
Fern Brouker , Peg Libby, Mr. and
As a precaution against, automobile, i/ 7AAA
Mrs. ' Smith ,. Professor Lougee , Clay- accidents 7 connected with football j y :
77^
ton Young, Mac Stevens, Phil Char- games, the Colby college. ¦¦f!aculty ;has ; 1 7.. A
bonneau , Ralph Vale , and John Fos- arranged a class 'schedule for Satur.-A\: A 'iAi
ter.
day which will; make it possible: for A
' . : A'- 'A

. Monday night , tlie Club conducted
that the system has faults, as any McCoy and Roundy, '
tlie second class in its School of Pho(Continued on page S)
(Continued, on page 5)
,' Student Dance in Men 's Gymnasium, following rally.
Special Train to Bowdoin
Train loaves Waterville ,11:15 A.
M., Saturday, October 23, arriving in
Brunswick at 12:35 P. M.
/Train loaves Brunswick at B P.
M., arriving in Watorvillo at .0 (20 P.

Frat Standings

——.

the student body to charter a special "A . AAii
train to Brunswick
for the game with a ;;
¦'
¦ ¦ ¦
Bowdoin.
^' :v : '];¦' ' ¦/ ' :;
President Frankliri W. Johnson ](/ \\a
urged the students . tp7. go ,, by,/train/; ^7/ '//§./
rather ' than by automobile. ;' /.V I ' ''aik'j'{ :';:''^|
seriously concerned about ;noxt; , Sat-;]!-^'77 'i 'A
in-day," lie said/ "No t as '^' . 1^e .:ou1>;jj - - v\ . :^
como- of tlio- game, for we- can/be li. . 'I^
philosophical about / either: ' victory/• qr liVv^fS
defeat^ but Jest somei<o£.our / studGritS'|f ' ::?|i<;/:7
moot with , accident 'in motoring.: to' ¦pr-i];;^;:^
from the . ' game.' 7 The ^Gojby.laculty/jjl '//"//'!
has adj usted .\;'tho7schedule/' '^
thoro; is no/ necessity:of• going by auto-<i foii .#f$
mobile because of/the ,>timo^
Let us :tnke;.Gvery/ pi?pcaut^
any incident: which
¦ will mar/ the:: ze8t7l)?7:|ri/ |
and }¦ ehjoyment . . •of ;: thb" £ootballi I 'M^AH^M
,
¦ ¦
''

son;" . " -- '7 •^ • ¦''"^

. . . .The , schedule ' : for , Saturday^/Octo-||7||!;it
ber 23rd; devoted;bj ^tho'facu)^fbi-,M S*^
Wsw-h
::^:;-^
¦'¦
ssmsAmMA
¦AAs^Asm
¦¦¦ '-J-;'
-itn1 AA
8.00-1H 'V U —A ft°.A[
a Aa aAa ;. .., ^AAAAAAAAMM

AAWM^AliWi^
-:X;MP~ili2Ch^

Colby Mules Drubbed
In One Sided Game
This ended the scoring for the first
periods, but . the Wildcats' went to
work again in the second quarter.
Rancourt faded back and hurled the
pigskin towards the fifty yard line but
the Colby receiver never materialized. Rosinski, New Hampshire's sensational center leaped into the air
and caught the pass and dashed away
down the field for the third touchdown of the game. It is the third
time in three games that Rosinski has
scored by intercepting a pass.
It was in the latter part of this
period that Colby threatened. Rancourt threw a.pass to-Hatch who made
a beautiful catch, but that was the
end of the Colby offensive drive. In
the third period the Wildcats increased their lead " by another counter. Substitute Horne took the ball on a line
plunge, dodged and side-stepped several Colby men and found' himself in
the clear. Horne provided one of the
thrills of the afternoon as he dashed
seventy yards for the fourth touchdown of the game.

New Hampshire Outfit Tog
Powerful Winning 33-0
The White Mules stumbled for the
second time of the season on Lewis
Field in Durham,. N. H., before the
withering attack of a rampant Wildcat
that piled up a score of thirty-three
to nothing. Beginning with the opening play the blue and white took
things in their hands and outfought,
outblocked , and outran a faltering
White Mule. The boys in blue and
gray weren't lying down on the job
but their opponents simply had too
many tricks and too much power.
It was the luck' bf the Colby team
to -meet the Wildcat when they were
playing their best game of the season.
Former Coach Colwell of N. H. . U.
said that the Colby game was the fh'st
time that the Wildcats really played
smooth football. When the New
Hampshire boys started their running
and passing attack the White Mule
slaughter was underway, and only a
sixty minute time limit saved the
Mules from veritable annihilation.
The Wildcats started in as they did
a week ago ¦against the Maine team,
hammering the line till it wilted. Doggie Dore was finally shoved.into the
left side of the line and he immediately began to stop the off tackle plays.
Dick White did a beautiful job of
"blocking for the Colby backfield, hut
no back proved effective as a ball
carrier. Substitutes Ed Shuman at
tackle and Prince Beach at end were
outstanding in the line. Chick Hatch
was one of the few Colby men who
shone . when he caught a pass for
Colby's only first down of the game.
New Hampshire immediately began
to show their power in the first period
when only a few minutes from the
Karazia
opening » ^whistle
drove
through the Colby line for the first
touchdown of the game. The second
six pointer of the game came only a
few plays later when Giarla faded
back and tossed a pass to Captain
Ed Little who grabbed it into his
arms on the thirteen yard marker and
dashed over the goal line.
^,

Tft ^ fttm m

The New Hampshir e eleven was
still touchdown hungry and marched
on to another score before the quarter ended. Mitchell threw an eighteen yard pass to the brilliant Giarla
who dashed over the line for the last
tally of the game.
New Hampshire's victory should be
glorified rather than bemoaning Colby 's defeat. The Wildcat eleven blocked beautifully and accurately, and
they had replacements galore for
every position on the field. Their second and third string men showed
themselves to be almost as good as
the first stringers. On the other hand
Colby had a limited number of substitutes but they simply got in there
and did their best to check the onslaughts of a superior eleven.
The summary :
Colby
New Hampshire
_le , DuRie
Hersey, re _ _ _ _ !_ _
It, Montrone
Pearl, rt
_lg, Person
Lake, rg
McLeod, c
c, Rosinski
Gleason, lg
rg, Haynes
__ rt , R. Martin
Hodges, lt
Burrill, le
re, Little
White, qb
— qb, Preble
McGregor , rhb
lhb, Giarla
'
Dobbins, rhb
rhb , Mitchell
Bruce, fb
fb , Karazia
Score by periods,
1 2
3 4
14 7 6 6—33
N. H.,
Colby
0 0 0 0—0
Touchdowns made by Karazia, Little, Rosinski, Horne, Giarla. Points
after touchdown by placement, R.
Martin 2, Karazia 1. Colby substitutions: Winslow, Hatch , Bubar , Dore ,
Walker, Rancourt, Shuman, Cole,
Beach , Kane , Allen, and Dow. New
Hampshire substitutions : Webb , FourMORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
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nier, Osman. Winterbottom, Gelt,
Plodzik, Horne, Kimball, Lurinsky,
Leary, Nathanson. Landry, Frank,
Larson, Tinker, Conrad , . Zagreski,
Ballou, P. .Martin, Hanlon, Patten,
Buchanan, Johnson, W. Martin, and
Aldrich. Referee, E. E. Allen ; uppire, J. A. Chalmers ; linesman, J. R.
Gilroy; and field jud ge, W. F. Lane.
Time, 4-15s.

Substitutions : Colby, Cochrane,
Burnham, Mitchell, Coolidge, Parker, Young, Stern, Ferris, Thompson,
Rowe, East and Garcemeo. Coburn,
Clarke, Warren.
Officials: Violette, referee; Donovan, umpire ; Austin, head linesman.
Time, 4-1l's.

Colby Frosh
Down Coburn

Win Close One

Frosh Harriers

In a close 27-28 race Tuesday, the
Colby Frosh harriers turned in the
first cross-country victory bf the year
over visiting Lee Academy. Colby was
hard pressed to eke out a -win. Simpson lived up to all expectations by
winning handily in the time of
16:45%, five seconds better than his
last race. Royal came in second for
Colby in 17:30. Although faltering
on the stretch, he picked up to draw
away from his diminutive rival
Stevens of Lee. R. Stevens and L.
Stevens of Lee finished third and
fourth in that order, Myshral of Colby fifth, Ripley, Rogers and Bear of
Lee and Gooch, Butl er and Eaton of
Colby. Although not up among the
point earners Eaton staged an exciting stretch duel with Porter of Lee,
(Continued on page 3)

at top strength for the series opener.
Charlie Maguire, sophomore guard
who failed to see action against New
Hampshire because of injuries " has
been pronounced physically fit by
trainer Norman G. Perkins and will
take his place in the starting line-up.
Concerning the starting Colby lineup,, nothing definite is known. However, it is expected that Lop Hersey
and Bus Burrill will be at the ends,
Warren Pearl and Carl Hodges at
the tackles, Charlie Maguire and Ed
Lake at guards and Ronnie MacLeod
at center. From Bob Mc'Gee, Norm
Walker, Charlie MacGregor , Joe Dobbins, Bob Bruce, Alton Kane, Dick
White and Clyde Hatch will be chosen
the starting backfield.

The smashing attacks of the Little
Mule sent the Coburn Tiger snarling
back to his lair, smarting under a
Past Scores
16-7 defeat last Friday.
The Frosh looked good on the ofColby
0
1892
Bowdoin 56
fense, basing their assault on crash"
"
4
.22 .
1892
ing power plays that repeatedly sent
"
42
"
4
1893
the backs racing through holes in the
"
40
"
0
1893 -__ Coburn line. They tried only five
"
30
"
0
1894
passes in the game and two of them,
heaved by Quenton LaFleur, were
"
6
"
0
1895
completed. Coburn, however, placed
"
5
• "
0
1895 ____
it's hopes on an air attack which the
"
12
"
0
1896
Frosh backs had some difficulty in
'
"
6
" 6
1896
breaking up.
'«
"
4
.
16
1897
Jim Daley and Mel Baum, Frosh
:
linesmen, played a type of football
'
0
1897
"
0
appear
very
that makes them
to be
"
17
"
0
1898
potent material for next year's vars"
0
"¦ 6
1899 ____
ity. Again and again, these two big
"
68
"
0
1900
boys ripped through the Coburn line
COLBY FACES BOWDOIN
" 12
1901
"
0
to smear the backs and nip potential
(Continued from page 1)
" 16
1902
"
5
scoring plays in the bud. This game ancient rivals marks the dehut of 1903 -_ !_ . "
0
" 1 1
revealed a new threat to Frosh op- Coach Alfred M. McCoy to state series 1904
52
"
0
" •
ponents in the person of Bill Hughes, gridiron society. The form er Rose 1905
"
5
0
the former Bridgton Academy lad Bowl star is well aware of the em- 1906
"
0
"
0
who has been performing at tackle. phasis placed upon his team 's clashes 1907
"
5
0
As fullback he did a very - creditable with Bowdoin, Bates and Maine, how- 1908
"
9
" 6
" ¦ 5
job of leather lugging, laying up two ever, and the Mules can be expected 1909 ____
" 12
"
6
markers and rushing one extra point. to turn their heaviest offensive guns 1910
"
6 .
"
0
0
LaLiberte, Broplry aand Whitmore on Saturday .
1911 ____
Bowdoin , under "Walsh, presents 1912
"
10
" 20
were star performers for Coburn.
"
0
" 12
Whitmore suffered a dislocated shoul- the. most formidable array it has pos- 1913
"
0
"' 48
der at the start of the second period sessed in many a year. The current 1914
"
6
" 34
and had to be taken out of the game. edition of the Polar Bear has speed, 1915
____
power
and
deception
and
a
spirit
that
"
7
" 14
1916
Davis replaced him and did outstandchampionship.
One
hunmakes
for
a
"
10
"
7
ing work.
1917
support
of
the
"new
dred
per
cent
"
0
"
13
1918
Both teams had a touchdown to
" "
30
"
0
their credit at the end of the half. deal" in football at Bowdoin was con- 1919
¦' "
"
0
First Colby, on getting possession of vincingly evident when the Bears 1920
• 7
played
host
to
Wesleyan
some
two
"
18
"
6
1921
the ball, carried it down the field until
Rowson-,
Melindy,
weeks
ago.
In
"
6
"
6
1922
they threatened the Coburn goal line,
"
6.
" 6
in a series of power plays. Then Frye, Karsokas and Soule, Walsh has 1923 _ _—
"
0
" 9
Hughes, on the fourth play, spied a five capable backs. Corey, Newman, 1924
"
7
" 10
nice, big hole at the center of Co- Fitts, Curran, Ashlcenazy and Nichol- 1925
"
21
" 14
burn 's line and scampered over the son all rate as capable linemen and 1926
"
7
"
13
goal line for the firs t score and later the squad as a unit appears to be well 1927
drilled.
"
0
" 14
1928
rushed the extra point.
¦
' ". 19
The present Colby eleven has the 1929
"
6
Coburn retaliated when later in
"
7
" 20
the peiiod, quarterback Whitmore potential power to carry it to the top 1930
"
6
" 32
faded back and launched a pass to for its line is the strongest in a de- 1931
"
0
" 25
LaLiberte, halfback, who crossed the cade. In Hersey, Burrill , Lake, Pearl , 1932
¦
•' 0
Hodges,
McMacLeod
and
Maguire,
"
"
6
1933
goal' line for the Tiger's first score.
frontier
and
Coy
possesses
a
staunch
1934
"
7
"
12
Whitmore kicked the point.
"
20
"
0
The Oolby team scored on a safety a group which equals any in the 1935
reports
have
the
Mules
Advance
state.
"
13
"
1936
7
late in the third period as LaLiberte
received a bad pass from center , desperately tried to kick out of danger
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 3
on his own one yard line, and was
forced back and smothered behind the
ABBOTT'S EDITION
goal line.
NOW—ACCEPT
v \\ \^>gjk
Starting from the Coburn 45-yard
line, the Frosh made a battering drive
~
^
^ WUf«v
^¦HwRMJ ^VtMn ^^ sE^t 4^
/ \ **^ **\m
1 * flC—''S
7 * aW^/ii ^ M I
clown the field and scored again,
Hughes carrying the ball most of the
time. Beach rushed the extra point
and from then on Bill Millet's charges
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CAREFUL CLEANING
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Waterville
Dry Cleaners

"Service Which Satisfies"
'
02-A Templo St.
Tol, 277
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$2.98 up.
Suede Jacke ts $2.25
Moccasins
-

Dakin Sporting Goods Co.

Pled ge List
Announced

SP0RT OGRAPHS
By Dwight Sargent

D. K. E.—Beach, Coolidge, Daggett, Davenport, Fernandez, F. Foster, Macintosh, Swett, Talbot, Witham, Young.
P. D. T.—Baxter, Brown, Cobb ,
Dibble, East, Johnson, Kelley, Leonard, Eimosukas, Stumpp, A. Thompson, Wheelock.
D. U.—Berry, Either, Huff.
Z. P.—Abbott, . Burbahk, Daley,
Daly, J. Foster, Hawes, Peters, Pingree, Pullen, Eyan, Simpson, "Wallace.
A. T. O.—Barnfather, Beeh, Bliss,
Lamb, Liscomb, Parker, Quarrington.
L. C. A.—Dolan, LaFleur, Marshall,
Martin.
K. D. R.—Burnham, Emery,
Hughes, Otto, Sheldon.
T. D . P.—Baum, Brick, Browne,
Daniels, Goffin, Hains, Kanovitz,
Lenk, Linder, Mantell, Orenstein,
Salhanick, Sternberg, Stern, Wolman.
T. K. N.—Kierstead , K. Thompson.

Ri ngers
Wh ile you 're talking about rine fcrs
on thiss team or th at , we . want to put
in a word for tlie one we spotted in
the New Hampshire band last Saturday. She was the high stepp ing dram
ma jor from the Dover , N. H. American Legion drum and bug le corps
and added plenty of life to the blue
and wliite band . The satin suited lass
is said to have made quite a hit in the
Leg ion par ade in New York a couple
of weeks aero.

Touchdowns

It wasn't that Colby was weak Saturday but the Wildcat was really
strong;. The difference between the
two teams Saturday was like the difference between the Big Apple and
the Blue Danub e Waltz, plenty. New
Hampshire is a much improved team
under their new Coach Sauer, taken
from the professional ranks of the
Green Bay Packers. They are nnbeaten thus far this: season and their
only chance to lose the rest of the
season is :to St. Anselms.

Phi Mu: Dorothy Allen, Mary
Hitchcock, Lubov Leonovich, Winnifred Odlin, Jean Pearson , Ruth Scribner.

Delta Delta Delta—Mary William s,

Margaret Aldrich, Virginia Harrigan,
Claire Donahue, Mildred Van Valkenberg, Jane Russell, Willetta MeGrath,
Helen Sandbar, Bette Holt, Ruth
Stebbins, Priscilla Patterson.
Sigma Kappa—Barbara Arey, Margery Arey, Martha Kimball, Sylvia
McNeely, Barbara Partridge, Eleanor
Purple, Hannah Putnam, Geraldine
Stefko, Joy Huntington, Mary Robinson, Catherine Fussell, Dorothy Emerson, Ruth Cameron, Barbara Baehr.
Chi Omega—B arbara Skehan, Jean
Coyle, Mary Sweetser, Alison Pike,
Helen Bradshaw, Elizabeth Buckner,
Mary Buckner, Virginia Mosher, Prudence Piper, Katherine Glazier, Joanna McMurtry, Ruth Lewis, Helen
Belyea, Hazel Judkins.
Alpha Delta Pi—Clarice Winslow,
Constance Tilley, Lucille Campbell,
Beatrice Kennedy, Marion McArdle,
Eleanor Bailey, Barbara Vannah,
Pauline Lander, Rowena Buzzell,
Ellamarie Nourse.

"Y" NEWS

The "Y. W." initiation and re-dedication service was held Tuesday night
in the college chapel. This annual
candle-light service has always been
an outstanding event of the year and
last night was even more impressive
than usual. Each member, new and
old, dressed in white and carried the
symbolic candle.
The quiet service was superintended with dignity by the members of
the "Y" cabinet. New members accepted their pledge of initiation into
the organization and old members renewed theirs. Sacred numbers sung
by a quartet added a musical touch to
the program.
The success of this program was
due to the service chairman , Donna
deRochemont and the cooperation she
received from all the members.
FROSH HARRIERS
(Continued from page 2)
managing ,to draw away and to cross
the tape first. ,
Of the freshman prospects for future cross-country honors Simpson
and Royal are outstanding, with
Myshral, Gooch , Butler and Eaton ,
all likely material, rounding out the
toam. The freshmen point toward
the next meet with Lincoln on Friday
the 22nd. It is interesting to note
that both Simpson and Royal bettered .their times over last Friday's race.
The summary :
1. Simpson (C) 16 :45 ; 2. Royal
(C) 17:30; 3. R. Stevens (L) 17:39;
4. L. Stevens (L) 17:46; . 5. Myshral (C) 17:50 ; 6. Ripply (L)
17:56; 7. Rogers (L) 18:05; 8. Boar
(L) 18.27; fl. Gooch (C) 18:28;
10. Butler (0) 19:11; 11. Eaton
(C) 10:28; 12. Porter (L) 19 :30; 13.
Cob'b (L) 20:01; 14. Mayes (C)
2,1:02 ; 15. Dibble (C) 21:28; 16.
Sheldon (C) 20 :33.

Aliens Dru g Store

PRESCRIPTIONS OUR BUSINESS
Telephone 58
118 Main Street

Mob Destroys Lovej oy 's Home
RESOLUTIONS
Whereas, it has pleased God in His
infinite wisdom to remove from this
life the father of our beloved pledge,
Lydia Abbott, be it
Resolved, That we, the members of
the Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha
Delta Pi Fraternity, extend to the bereave d family our heartfelt sympathy
and be it further
Resolved, That a copy of these Resolutions be placed upon the records of
our chapter, and that a copy he sent
to the Colby ECHO for publication.
Alice Mulligan, President,
Helen Lewis, Secretary.
COLBY CAMERA CLUB
(Continued from page' 1)
tography. The discussion on "What
Camera Shall I Use?" was led by John
Foster.
Tuesday night, at the regular meeting, Prexy Ed Shuman lectured on
"Night Photography" before an appreciative group of Camera Club
members. At the meeting it was announced that the membership had
reached twenty-seven.
FAMOUS

ENGLISH

ACTOR

(Continued from page 1)
in Italy and worked with the peasants
planting vineyards on the hills near
Fiesole. It was here that he found
that painting attracted him strongly,
and soon he won a scholarship at the
Slade School of Art - He attended
this school for four years, and won
first prizes for his figure painting and
figure drawing'. He painted porti'aits
and landscapes, and decorated public
'buildings and ships with figure paintings.
W rites his own plays.

In addition

to designing scenery and costumes
and acting in the theatre, Wilfrid
Walter is also a playwright. The bestknown of his own plays is "Happy
And Glorious," which has been produced many times both in England
and in this country. Among the others he has written are "Oh Hang,"
and "Let Sleeping Gods Lie." Mr.
Walter also writes his own monologues.
Although so much of his time is
taken up with writing, designing, and
acting, Mr. Walter has never lost his
interest in drawing and painting. One
of his hobbies is drawing American
cities and people ,' and he has given
two recent exhibitions of water colors.
His skill has evidently been transmitted to his children , for ho has one
son who is a painter, anot he r an
architect, and his daughter ia secretary at the National Gallery in Englan d.

ICE CREAM BAR

We Still Have Your Favorite
Lunches and Drinks

Watorvillo, Mo. Just off Campus.

Opp. Stadium

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE ities, will make the future Colby playECHO WILL BE NEXT FRIDAY.
ing surfaces very quick to dry out af-

J V Harriers
Badly Beaten
A strong cross-country team from
Farmington Normal defeated the
Colby J-V hill and dalers last Friday
over the Frosh course by a 15-44
score. Taking the lead from the gun
the crimson-jersied teachers swept
the first five places for a perfect win.
Johnnie Card, running the second
fastest time clocked over the local
course, broke the tape in 15 :53. His
time was seven seconds slower than
the course record. His team-mates
Mc Williams, Conway, Robinson and
Eaton crossed the line together in
16:32. Gardner was the first Colby
runner across, repeating his performance at Bates. Simpson, Stevens,
Drisko and Charbonneau w.ere also
Colby point winners. The performance of Simpson , freshman runner,
who finished behind Gardner in 16:51
is worthy of note. With the exception
of varsity letter-man Chase, the entire varsity and freshman teams performed.
On October 22 , Colby meets Maine
at Orono, October 30 the state meet
is scheduled to be held at Colby.
However since that is the day of the
Maine game the exact date for the
state meet is' undecided. On November 8, New England at Boston.
The Frosh harriers meet Lee Academy, October 19, Lincoln on October
22 , and Wilton , October 26.
October 29 and November 2 are
dates to be filled , with the Frosh
moving to Boston on November 8 for
a New England meet.
Summary : Farmington-J.V. meet:
1. Card (F) 15:43 ; 2. McWilIiams (F) 16:32; 3. Conway (F)
16.32; 4. Robinson (F) 16:32; 5.
Eaton (F) 16:32; 6. Gardner (C)
16:34; 7. Simpson (C) 16:51; 8.
Smith (F) 16:54; 8. Stevens (C)
17:00; 1.0, Drisko (C) 17.033; 11.
Wilcox (F) 17:22; 12. Charbonneau
(C) 17 :25; 13. Royal (C) 17.82.
NEW COLBY PROJECT
(Continued from pago 1)
An anonymous gift of $500 from a
Colby alumnus has made possible tho
purchase of eight inch tilo for tho
drainage system in tho athletic fields.
When this system is laid , filling and
draining can proceed, usin g material
from excavations in other parts of
th e now campus. The natural foundati on , plus tho artificial drainage in
certain portions, according to author-

KARMEL KORN
SH O P
197 MAIN STREET

ter the rains.
Two other projects connected with
the new Colby campus are now in
progress under W. P. A. auspices.
The approaching road from, the city
of Waterville by the county road is
now being completed up both sides
of the Maine Central Railroad , where
progress will have to be held up pending the authorization of an underpass at this point. The main sewer
system, which >will ultimately be connected with the hew buildings and
runs beside this same public road ,
will be completed within a week with
the exception. of a .portion which will
have to run under the i-ailroad. ..., - . •

HERBERT C. HOOVER

(Continued trom page 1)
honorary degrees are to be conferred.
At 4:30 in the Alumnae Building
there will be a public reception fox
Mr. Hoover , open to all those who
wish to meet the former president.
Hon. Bainbridge Colby, Secretary
of State under President Woodrow
Wilson, will accompany Herbert
Hoover to Waterville.
If present plans go through , the
address will be broadcasted • over a
New England hook-up, and it is possible that the speech will travel the
ether waves from coast to coast.
Professor Herbert C. Libby is the
chairman of the local committee
which has charge of all the detail s of
the affair. Principal among the tasks
of this committee is the problem of
taking care of the expected throng
which will want to hear the exercises.,
Since the main vestry of the church
seats only seven hundred people , the
overflow audience will probably be
seated in the back vestry, the parlors,
and in the large basement room where
loud speakers will bring the ex-President's words to them. Others on Professor Libby 's committee are Doan
Ninetta M. Runnals , Dean Ernest C.
Marriner , Mrs. Ervena G. Smith, G.
Cecil Goddard , Joseph C. Smith,
Treasurer A. Galen Eustis , Professor
Lester F. Weeks, and E. A. Lightner.
DR. GRACE FOSTER
(Continued from page 1)
that the United States lags far behind
Europe in social legislation.
Views which proved popular with
Dr. Foster 's collegiate audience wore
those of a Eui'oponn psychologist at
the convention who talked on the subjec t of mental , hygiene in the school
and university. He maintained that
tho study schedule should not be too
heavy since too much study hinders
personality development and he emphasized the undesirable features of
tho examination ; system,
Dr. Foster emphasized this point,
in speaking of tlio present crisis- in.
Spain : that tho objective social realities of life: are not of primary inportanoe , but rather tho significant thing1

. . -: Boners
Everyone laug hs when a player
makes a mistake on the field but it is
seldom that we see an official pull a
boner.
It was midway in the first
quartar in the New Hampshire (game
before: head linesman Gilroy reported
for dit ty cau sing; a stifled snickerhere
and tlie re. But the officials evened
up the score late in the third period
when Umpire Chalmers caug ht a punt
out of bounds cm the fifty yard line.
No gain on the play .

is the subjective reactions of the people to these realities, and their ability
.
or inability to face them.
Processor Miles of Yale lectured at
length upon the psychological effects
of alcohol, drawing his source '- 'oiAinformation both out of his association
with a.lcoholic sanitariums arid but of
his observation of the conditions existing in American colleges. Statistics
1
show that out of every ten who like
to drink, three will be unable to break
away from the habit.
The suicide problem was discussed
by Dr- Foster, based on the findings
of the convention. The necessity of
satisfying work was stressed as being
of prianary importance in the maintenance of mental health. She stated
that the suicide rate of a country reflects "the discontents and maladjustments of its inhabitants.
Delinquency and crime was discussed at the convention , and many
psychiatrists believe that statistics exaggerate the relationship ' between
delinquency and mental deficiency.
The delinquent of normal intelligence
is much less frequently apprehended
than is the feeble-minded delinquent ;
hence the wrong impression is given
by court records. Looking back hnto
^
the career of any criminal one can
usually find that in early childhood
he became convinced that society was,
against him, and thus formed tho determination to get back at society.
The criminal is not necessarily of subnormal intelligence, but is rather a
badly rmaladjusted person.
V
, The psychosis of war was discussed
as a form of human insanity, a mass
suicide in which tho destructive
forces of mankind aro set loose
against itself. This statement precipitated a series of questions which
brought the discussion to an interesting close.
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On To Bowdoin
Without a doubt Saturday 's game will be the hardest and most significant for Colby. If we win, we stand a good chance of winning the State
Series; if we lose, we may as well forget about it. Many newspapers pick
Bowdoin to win the championship again this year, for they appear to 'be the
strongest team in the state. However, if we look back, we can see where
many strong- teams were beaten by the so-called "under dog." We only
have to look back two years and see where Colby did it to Maine by winning 12-0. In that game Colby was the decided "under dog," and yet we
won. Two years ago that Colby team went out on the field, backed by ardent supporters, with only the thought of victory. The players forgot that
they were playing against the powerful Maine team that was supposed to
beat them. They did not play the Maine team; they played against eleven
football players. We can apply this instance more favorably to Saturday 's
game, for this year, we can safely say, the enthusiasm for football runs
higher than ever before. Our slogan for the entire series should he: "We
can. not lose."
The game Saturday will be a battle between two strong teams, but as
Henry 'Ward Beecher puts it: "Victories that are easy are cheap—Those
only are worth having which are a result of hard fighting." During this hard
struggle our players will feel tired , and that is where we, the student supporters, lend a helping hand towards attaining that victory. It is up to us
to spur our team onward. The team will keep fighting as long as it knows
that we, who are on the side lines, are pulling with it.
Remember, we can win, we will win, and we are out to win !

Requesting Interest . . „

Two weeks ago the ECHO contained an article entitled "War Declared !"
The purpose of this article, presumably, was to inform the members of the
student body that among them there is a certain faction who are honest
enough to express the opinion that the abolishment of fraternities from
the new campus at Mayflower Hill would be a great improvement to the
government of its social life and politics.
' Last week the ECHO again contained an article by this "Stu dent AntiFraternity Campaign Committee" in which they presented a general outline of the entire fraternity situation in abstract form , and in which they
also ventured their suggestion for the substitution of this unit of social
life.
Tbe continued silence and general attitude of indifference prevalent
among the members of the student body would seem to indicate that the
intense importance of this matter has not been fully realized. The answer
that we, the students of today, havo to offer for the solution of this grave
problem will determine almost wholly the. government of the political and
social activities of the students of an innumerable succession of tomorrows .
To treat, this situation lightly, or to ignore it completely, is to manifest a
lack of loyalty inconsistent with our traditional Colby ideals.
We ur ge, you, there f or e, to please give this matter your whole-hearted
attention , an d to lot others know what you think. Remember that every
man has a right to his own opinion—but he has that right only if he reaches
that ¦opinion through a series of those impartial and unprejudiced ideas
and thoughts which form the links for a chain of honest and intelligent

Blotter Pads
Priced ns low ns 50 cents. Stiff back blotter pads of fine quality
craft corners in a variety of distinctive grains
You Will Fin d The Desk Pad Yon Need at

Colby College Bookstore

Strange people are afoot in Waterville. Tuesday we saw no less than
half a dozen of them in different
parts of town carrying : old bridge
lamps—just walking along carrying
them with no explanations to anybody.
In a restaurant Wednesday we saw
a middle-aged man with a Masonic fob
turn to another middle-aged man with
an umbrella and say, quite' distinctly
"Woof , woof?" to which the man with
the umbrella replied "Woof , woof!"
You can see what we mean when we
say it's been a bad week.
We were even more upset on realizing that people in Waterville have
always been a trifle odd. Thursday,
while poking through some old papers
in the publicity office hoping to find
our other shoe, we came across a letter written in 1820 by a Colby student named Elija Foster to someone
who worked under the name of "Father." Some paragraphs in this letter
show Waterville's bad influence. Take
this one :
"In the vicinity of this town (Waterville) there are vacant churches
supplied by the students. Yesterday
I was invited to preach in Fairfield,
but I had this excuse to make : I have
no authority. I have no license."
What kind of college authorities,
we want to know, would demand that
students supply vacant churches, and
what kind of students would go ahead
and supply them without a fight? It
is just possible (and a rather horrible
thought) that the tuition in those
days was 125 vacant churches, a
staggering amount of vacant churches
for the old man to get together by
the time college opened in September.
Another confusion: "My expenses
have been very considerable since I
left home, more so than I expected ,
because I have to purchase everything I use." Obviously the contents
of letters home haven't changed in a
hundred and seventeen years. But
that phrase "I have to purchase everything I use"—what did Elija expect
to do if he • was lucky—seize notebooks and paper from the Indians?
Then Elija goes right on to give
an account of his expenditures which
are certainly just as padded as ours
are :
Pairs of shoes bought in Boston : 1.25
.50
A bottle oil, and lamp:
And other expenses :
.25
expense
:
3.00
Voyage
Desk and chair :
2.66
Bottle of wine :
.33
Bunch of quills :
.25
We suspect Elija 's father wasn't
very bright if he fell for that "bunch
of quills" stuff. We're never going
to ask our father to send us twenty
dollars extra because we spent all that
other buying bunches of quills.
Elija thinks it best to explain the
desk and chair :
"The desk is a necessary article
and serves for a table .to write and
study upon," It is a very good one ,
has one drawer and is covered with
green flannel. " (We wonder if Elija
wasn't a little confused by the wine
and meant that the desk is a good one
and somebody he'd been running
around with woro green flannel) . "I
think I can sell it for what it cost me
—the first cost was between three
(We still
and four dollars—"
wonder).
In closing, Elija decides he'd better
explain the wine :
"I was very woll as to my health
tho first two weeks. After that time
I grew feeble on account of my intense studying, so I was forced to desist. On that account I bought one
quart of wine which I think has helped me greatly so that I think of beginning next week with as much
strength as usual."
We wonder if the old man swallowed that !And incidontly, wo didn 't.find
our other shoo.

ICES f
I8 WEBBER'S
170 SILVER STREET
'—moBto i:

Dear Gladiator :
There seems to be little or no consideration in Colby for lefthanders.
Perhaps it is a bit out of place to ask
that left-handers be treated just like
normal human beings, but still they
dp have rights of their own. Only
some poor victim who is afflicted with
"lefthanditis" can appreciate this.
For three years I have, gone into
classes where the arms on the writing
desks are all on the righthand side.
For three years I have watched the
great complacent majority, the righthanders, comfortably x'elaxed, j ot
down their lecture notes. I have
watched the struggles, the twisted
bodies, the pain-racked faces and the
trembling hands of' the lefthanders
as they struggled to write on the
righthand arm of the desk with their
left hand, as they despairingly and
feverishly tried to set down in their
notebooks the pearls that fell from
the instructor's lips. For three years
I have known the torture of those
hours. For three years I have accepted my lot in resignation, hoping
against hope that our sad plight
would be recognized and set aright.
But the years have rolled by, and endowments have rolled in; thousands
have been appropriated for this, that
and the other thing; but not one
cent has beeen used to alleviate the
miseries of a group that is out of step
with the rest of the world, the lefthanders. I have sat through one midyear examination after another and
one final examination after another
racing against time to overcome the
handicap of writing on the righthand
arm of a desk with my left hand.
Now, with the end of my college
career in sight, I see no hope for even
the small adjustment necessary. I
begin to think of all the thousands of
lefthanders who will come after me
to toil along through years of righthanded desks. A few times I have
voiced my complaint to righthanders,
but it met only cold stares. My classmates eye me with a smug look which
seems to say, "Oh Lord, I thank thee
that I am not like this wretched fellow." Dear Gladiator, I am a patient
man , but I think that it is about time
that the forgotten man was remembered. I see in my mind the glorious
vista of the New Colby marred by the
blot of unfairness to a few. I see
the rights of the minority being
trampled on as the lefthanders are
still forced to go on writing on righthanded desks. I hear the voices of
rulers of college destiny thunder in
my ears, "Conform or go under!"
About to give up in despair I suddenly bethought myself of the champion of the weak and oppressed , you,
the gladiatorial defender of equal
rights for minorities. To you I appeal for succor. Set our appeal before the people. Let them judge our
case,
VOX POPULI.

Frosh Co-Eds
Dorothy Ballard—Another Aldenite . . one of the fair and studious
of the class of 1941 . . . each weekend finds her on her way to Augusta
. . you see, it's her home and all her
extra-curricular interests are centered
there . . likes Latin exceedingly . .
in fact, thinks she'll major in it . .
may your years at Colby be happy
ones, Dot. . .
Claire Emerson—One of those rare
people who really like to study . .
radios are her hobby . . and dance
bands . . tall . . nice
smile . . a
Fosterite . . good at
archery. .
very "aimiable" . . thinks Colby is
grand already. . .
Helen
Bradshaw—Laughter in
Mary Lowe means that Helen is home
. , her keen sense of humor serves to
enhance the charm which makes so
many friends for her . . loves everything, does this regal blonde from.
New York . . especially horseback
riding and . . Elmer. . .

Ruth Cameron—Travelled 5000
Phi Mus Have
miles to college , all tho way from
. . thinks Colby 's super and
Jungle Party isHawaii
looking forward to a Maine winter

. . swing's a mean tennis racket . .
is
impulsive , attractive, and ono of
On Friday evening Beta Beta chapthe
Button House gang. . .
ter of Phi Mu held its formal rushing party in the Alumnae Building.
Dorothy Emerson.—Petite . . dark
A jungle theme was cleverly carried . , cunning thing . . owner of one
out with various jungl e decollations, of the pleasant 'est voices which ancandy cannibals , palm trees and na- swer the Foss Hall telephone . . imtive huts creating a very junglish at- mensely attractive 'personality . .
mosphere. Each rushee was given a likos sports . , humorous . . in very
jungl e favor.
•
; -: ,
great demand 'tis said. . .
Donna doRochomont was master oil
ceremonies, and Ruth Levensalor furgaret Johnson and Francos Gray taknished music between the courses.
ing the parts. Ruth Levensalor playJun gle entertainment followed the ed several
selections of jungle music;
dinner. Tho pantomime , "A Canni- Dorothy
Weeks gave a tap danco, Tho
b al Love A ff air ," was presontedsWith entertainme nt
c onclud ed w ith a, humMar garet W h alen , Arlen e Paine, Mar- orous jungl e song sung by Margaret
garet Libboy, Forn Brouker , Mar- Libbey
and Marguerite Pillsbxuy.

NOEL'S TAP ROOM

|

' ifOB aoiaarri

Alpha Upsilon chapter of Delta
Delta Delta sorority held its formal
rushing party on Wednesday evening,
October 13, in the Alumnae Building.
The pary was "An Evening in Paris"
party, and the.decorations and favors
were those appropriate to the colorful gaiety of a Parisian night. The
sorority colors of silver, gold, and
blue were attractively combined to
transform one half of the gymnasium
.into a smartly, exclusive European
nightclub.
Ruth Blake acted as the "master"
of ceremonies, and she very cleverly
turned her introductory remarks into
the humorous reading, "My Embarrassment at the Baseball Park." Lois
Britton, Esther MacBride, Marjorie
Lier, Eleanor Thomas, and Betty McLeod , a quintet of superior harmonizers opened the floor show , by singing, "When Its Darkness 'Neath the
Delta Moon," "Porto" Rodriguez
executed a very colorful and graceful Spanish dance.
Marjorie Lier continued the .entertainment by offering two highly
amusing readings, one of which was
given in Norwegian accent. Betty
McLeod, one of Colby's most outstanding dancers, presented a tap
dance routine of fascinating intricacy.
A skit entitled, "The King with the
Terrible Temper," was the highlight
of the program. The story, written
by the girls themselves, was read by
Betty McLeod. The cast cincluding
"Pat" Jellison, "Mickey" Crawford,
Alice Dignam, "Bobby " Peiser, and
Raye Winslow gave a highly commendable performance .
Then , before the entire group retired to the reception room where the
sorority girls sang many of their
songs by the light from the fireplace,
Betty McLeod, Lois Britton , and
Esther MacBride harmonized, "Delta
Indigo."

2 3 Silver Street

Tho girls then wont to the recep-

tion room for coffee , where the rushoes

woro presented carnations. Donna
doRochomont ffnyo a brief outline of
tho history of Phi Mu sorority and
ended by reading its impressive creed.
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Vic .Dance last Saturday 'nite-—strict- den.

at such date as may be arranged. ,
'
*
'
\
Over Saturday and Sunday, Martha
Nathaniel M." '"Guptill , '
ly confidential though—Wreathed in
r '/.
^
Wilson C. Piper, ,
smiles : was Ken Holbrook, as he drift- Bessom entertained her mother and
ed to the music with Barb Skehan— sister as guests.
\> ;. ;;r Edwin. H.::Shuman. Joyce Perry and Dorothy Trainor
We; the undersigned, -are;>heartily
lucky boy!! (vice versa) . . New
Combin ation: Bob Anthony vs. Rober. spent the week-end . at Dover-Fox- in sym pa th y with the -above p oint of
view, and w e firmly believe in the
ta Marsh, the ' little Southern girl- croft.
fraternity system as here defended.'
both seemed to be having a good
¦' , "'
Signed:
tim e—Would like to quote Bob, but
'
FRATS DEMAND
' *
Dwight E. Sargent; "' ' •
(Continued from page 1)
W ill r efrain—-anyway, he thinks she's
"¦
E. R obert Bruce, ., ' • ' 'A glass is good and a lass is good,6 in the inner circle with Babs Wal den pi'etty nice . . Alumni Boy Turbyne sy stem h a s, but we defy any commitWin. Littlefield, Jr.And a pipe to smoke in cold —notice them after every Economics and Kerm LaFleur attending hop with tee to point out an evil of our sysEdward M. Hooper,
weather:
1-2 class? . . F reddie Blumen-thal Ellie Stone and Mary Crowley re- tem which is real and inherent which
John Howe McNamara.
The world is good and the people are and Strong heart not seen . out tog-eth- spectively—seems good to see them: d oes not occur in th e intramural life
Sidne y Black , '
goo d,
er much lately—must be an inside: af- back on home grounds. ¦:. Tom Vose of Ba t es college wh ich is st e ep ed from
Harold Davis,
And we're all good fellows-together, f air . . Gordon Jones recalling de- and Billie Fait much in attendance— its f oundation in the anti-fraternity
" • '
Robert V. " McGee,
THE OLDE POT KEEPS BOIL- lightful memories of Barb Huse—- oh, boy . . Also were, Buell Merrill tradition. If a man honestly believ ed
c'
James N. Lewis,
ING: Again , yon week rolls around wishes he were with her :. now—with- and Evelyn Short ; Wayne Ross and there was such an evil he was at per" ''
L. Russell Blanchard ,
with its tidin gs from h ere and th ere out any help de frere . . Beanie Kit Carson; Colman and Edith Hen- f ect lib erty t o go to Bat es in the first
E. Phillips Cleveland;' ' '- '•
NAME S . . NAMES . . NAMES: Castleman still silent about IT ?— drickson; Gardiner Gregory and Mary place , as were we also who ' chose a
Warren :Pearl ,
or
PI?
.
.
Hed
Buckner
coming
in
a
bit
late
;
Allan
T.
R.
I.,
who?
C.
G.,
Her e college has been in session for
college with the fraternity system.7 .
W. Linwood Haynes,
frequentl
y
in
all
parts
Brown
and
petite
Hazel
Judkins;
Mike
Colman
seen
one month and ther e are still a go od
We should like to advance the opinIrvin
g Gross,
Berry
and
Barb
Towle—by
the
"Fluffy-duffy
—according
to
way,
"
man y names that h aven 't been noted with ..
ion th at in movin g to a new camp us,
Fred
M. Ford ,
Patxl
Winsor
rather
what
were
you
two
doing
way
up
by
in ye -weekly splurge—what signifi- Doc Libby . .
Colby do es not automaticall y p ick u p
the
Sisters'
Paul
G. Winsor.
Hospital before the dance and take with her all the spirit and
can ce there is to a little name!!! . . silent about Frances lately—Oh, well,
-was
the devotion which are her heritage here.
give him time—maybe another . . —and afterwards.? How
It is just as Lowell once said :
FRAT STANDINGS
Willie Pinansky is another shy retir- moon?—tsk, tsk. —fe el like the She is changing to a new site! All
"Ther e is more force in names
from, page 1)
7
(Continued
Than most men dream of , and an in- ing one—where's th at little Portland y oun g wife who said to h er husband : the old buildings , saturated with memKappa
Delta
Rho
, 32.
miss now, "Judgey?" don't tell us "Wh at shall we name our little boy?" ories of fine fellowship and hard
discr eti on ma y ke ep
Delta
Kappa
Epsilon
, 31.
"Call him Peter." "Oh, no , I n ever struggles, ar e to 'b e scrapped. When
Its throne a whole age l on ger if it you 've q uieted do wn so sob a
Phi
Delta
Theta
,
28.
Eddie Mclntire continually writing knew any b o dy n amed Peter that we return as alumni to live through
skulk
Sororities
to could earn his salt." "Well ," he re- thes e memories aga in we sh a ll h ave
Behind th e shield of some fair-seem- be lles lettr es acr oss the p ond
Delta
Delta
Delta , 43. ¦
France—her picture is still on his plied , "call him Salt Pet er , then!"
ing name."
t o accust om ourselves to a completely
Alpha Delta Pi, 41.
Here is a wee collection of unas- desk too—but what's this about Well , enough of this punnery—must different campus—-much finer and
Sigma Ka pp a, 39.
suming (?) names that his excellency "Ippie" Solie?—wonder if there is shuffle away into the shadows unt il more u p t o d ate th an th e one in our
Chi
Omega , 39.
hasn't mentioned together as yet this anything in it . . Among the Free. Ye Debut next Seventhday . . Hope thou ghts , but nevertheless , lacking
Phi
Mu
, 34.
fall—Dick Dow and Alice Dignam Lancer Clubbers : Dick Holmes snd y ou pa ss yo ur Final Ex ams next th e associ at i ons of the age d fr iends
still arm -in-arm . . Dinty Piper con- Bob Ganders still clinging to the nnast spring!!—In the meantime keep this opposite the station. This , we are
in mind :
tinually gazing at that picture on his —wise men!!—yea, verily.
entirely willing to do as the new
RADIO STAFF
AH , THE SUN : Begins to shiine We always laugh at the Prof' s p oor buildin gs will m ean a bett er- life for
desk of Miss Stockholm . . Shanty
(Continued from page 1)
jokes
McGee and his Troupe not heard from upon a few new rare bits . . Hard to
Colby families to come , but after we nent announcers. Some very good
very often nowadays . . Fred Oleson uncover , "but potent"—as Bus Brown No matter what they be;
h ave giv en our cheers , our fervent r ad io voices wer e discovered and from
and Blondy Noyes just as "thick" as would say . . Everyone has b een Not because they are funny, bo y s and hopes, and our money to the new these will come voices • laterrto be
girls,
ever . . Paul Merrick thinking as al- wondering just where Ed Gleason has
Colby; if that new Colby retaliates u sed in d ramatic sketches, on the probeen disappearng the last few soirs But it's darn good policy!!
ways of his "Blueb erry Queen"
'by ousting the houses our fathers and gram.
Avoir, Auf
Wiedersehen , and uncl es founded and we have maintainHalsey Frederick and Priscilla Jones —says that he went out to the farm
The new music staff is very interabout campus together—also attend- —those neighboring farms certainly Toodle-oo. . .
ed , we sincerely believe that Colby ested in getting in touch with- Colby
Your affectionate d etectiv e,
ing all of the dances . . Butch have excellent school teachers, at sny
will be severin g the knot which ti es mu sical talent. They suggest that fraYe OLDE SLEUTH.
Burchell, plus Bobbie Peiser—togeth- rate—that's the inference . . Flash :
her sons so closely to her. It is a con- ternit y grou p s could offer fine con.
er—??? . . Joe Ciechon receiving from Boston comes a telegram of conservative estimate . to say that four- tribution s to C olb y's program. Freshon
multi-nightly telephone calls—from gratulations to Don Rockwood
fifths of the living alumni are fratern- m en organiz ations are especiall y
whom?—Carolyn of course . . Don his marriage—looks like a story, eh
ity men. As far as we are concern- wanted now, so Freshmen get goin g !
Gardner accompanied by Phyl Chap- what? . . Special Note : Jim Cbiase
ed there would be as much satisfac- An yo ne wh o wish es to organize a
man—on campus, at dances, but wants it made known that he intends
tion in returning to another school singing group or a playing group is
sometimes not in Libe . . Buell Mer. to graduate grandsons of his from
wher e we h av e a-home as there would assur e d not onl y the coop eration of
rell and Evelyn Short just as devoted Alma Mater—asserts that he 'll be
CAMPUS PERSONALS
be in visiting a Colby bereft of every- John Th omas , Colby 's music director ,
as ever—waits for her to come out of paying the bills—Bates perhaps? - .
Phyllis Chapman went home to thing which we held dear. This will but also the use of the ra dio studio
her Biology class every evenday . . H ea r a bo ut what h appe ne d at the last Portland during the week-end to act probably be misconstrued by our op- for try-out rehearsal by speaking' in
Phil Seavey always remembering meeting of the Oracle Board?—some- as nia.id-of-honor at the wedding of ponents to mean that we hold fra- advance to Production-Manager Piper;
Janet—he hasn't been in the column one locked the do or of the co nference h er brother , Clarke a graduate of ternity loyalty above college loyalty
A football program with Coach Al
for many months—why not? .. . Al room d own in Foss Hall , and the h.on- Colby a few years ago.
which is f ar from the truth. During McCoy, the Colby Band , the ECHO
Kjoller missing Freda Abel greatly orable staff members couldn 't get out
Jane Hann b n , of Chaz'lotte, North the Civil War m en left the sam e of the Air, and other features is beover those long week-ends—had to at- —finally Ed-in-chf , Bob Anthony Car olina has been the guest of Alice hearth to fight on opposite sides but ing planned for next Monday.
tend dances alone recently . . Roger crawle d out thro the win d ow and Mulligan this past week. '
r eturned after the war lovin g each
Stebbins and Ruthie Gould as insep- went around an d let them out.
Among those who went home this other no less. So it is with us. We
1-2-3, STEP: Here are a few brrief week-end were Beth Wescott of h old our c o llege ab ove our societies
arable as last summer—just like
something .. . notes about tho se femmes and h«m- Blue Hill , Ruth Blake of Portland , in loyalty and veneration but when
crossed fingers—or
C O N T I N IIP U S- . F I O M ~ 11:3~ 0 ^ !l!§y
Spenc Winsor seems to be still with- mes who attended the Lambda Chi Freda Abel of Bar Harbor , Margaret w e ar e old and inclin e d to reflection ,
Hi ggins of Bath , and Ruth Levensaler the homely contacts of the 'bull sesWed. - Thurs. - Fri.
SOO SEATS ALWAYS 15C
of Dover-Foxcroft whp. entertained sion and the mornin g shower will rate
Oct. 20 , 2 1 - 2 2
Constance Averill as her guest.
as equals of the thrills of Colby
2—New Features—-2
Sheila Jelli son was entertained Night. Some say that this spirit could
Saturd a y - a n d Sunday by friends at be en gendered by a dormitory, but
LORBTTA
YOUNG
Continuous From 1.30 P. MAu gusta. '
who could have the same feeling toWARNER BAXTER
Doors Open at 1.0O-S.30 P. M.
— NOW SHOWING —
Sunday Claire Winslow received a ward Hedman or Roberts that he has
VIRGINIA BRUCE
¦' ¦in
Two
Request
Hits
!
toward
the
brotherhood
of
which
he
visit
from
relatives
from
Ashland
Me.
,
.
WED.-THURS.
Maurice CWevalier
This 'i past week-end many '. parents is a part. When our college is moved
THE THREE
^W ife , Doctor and
MARX BROS , in
Jcanette MacDonaid
visited Colby. Those who entertained we shall still have the lights of our
. Nurse "
"THE MERRY
members of their families are Barbara fraternity escutcheons to call us
WIDOW"
—PIUS -T
Partridge , Barbara Skehan , Ruth home , but if these li ghts and the
Scribner , Pauline Lander , Marj orie buildings we loved are both destroyed ,
CLARK GABLE
WARNER OLAND
¦
¦
and Barbara Arey, and Mildred Og- Alma Mater will be dead.
"Af ter Office Hoxirs"
'in ¦" . ' ,
ADDED
The authors of the complaints m
—
STARTS
"APPLE" FROM NEGRO CLUB TO the ECHO have challen ged the colNEWS—MUSICAL—COMEDY
"Charlie Chan on
SATURDAY
THE SWANKY RAINBOW ROOM lege to a written debate through that
Just Released !
Broadway "
From a Negro night club in the
publication; We mean to accept that
3 New Outstanding
South
to
the
country's
swankiest
Night
, Attractions !
Free Cash Pri zes
SAT ;, MON., TUES.
challen ge. In addition in order to
nitery, the Rainbow Room in ManOCT. 23-25-26
more effectively and concisely to
hattan , is the triumphant course the
WILLIAM
POWELL
FRI.-SAT.
bring this matter before the ' school ,
"Big;
Apple
new
dance
sensation
the
,
,"
MYRNA
LOY in
Double Feature" Program
we hereby challenge them to a pub"DOUBLE WEDDING"
has
followed
within
a
few
short
.
"ROLL ALONG COWBOY"
lic , oral debate in tho college Cha pel
months,
In Their Latest Hit!
2nd Hit!
Ori ginating in a place called "The
A Great Hockey Picture!
Big Apple ," popular with the steppin '
"Th e Game That Kills ''
colored folks of Columbia , S. C, the
wi t h
with Charles Quig ley
dance was taken up by the white
Glenda Farrell
ALSO
> .. -v_ ,
college crowd and named for the club
. .. .
Eric Blore
Chapter No. 6
EXTRA !
where it was "discovered." It quick''MusicfromHollywood"
" S. O. S. COAST GUARD" 1
The dance craze that's
ly took the state by storm.. Then it
., . songs of the movies
Sweeping the Country !
began to spread to the North , where
... sung by tlio stars —
MON.-TUES. —
tho collegiate dancers fell for it,, and
'
and played for dancing
Double Feature Program !
foil hard. .
America.
That's the idea
"Topp er "
with Arthur Murray 's
The "kids" woro the first to do the
behind tho popularity of
Constance Bennett , Cary Grant
"SHAG" DANCERS
danco , but after the famous dancing
Plus
Alice Pdye-Hal Kemp'a .
2nd Feature
teacher Arthur Murray gave it his
RKO'S NEW STAR !
Chesterfiold.radio pro"One Mile From
blessing, even tho older night club
grams, heard over tho
patrons began to show interest, and
Heaven "
Columbia Network overy
to
before
long
Murray
was
called
on
Claire Trevor
Bill Robinson
in
I
Friday
evening at 8:80
present the danco on tho floor of the
MON. NIGHT
"Hawaiian Holiday " j
Opportunity Nigh t
tho
;
patrons of
Rainbow Room , whore
E.S.T. (Western Stations
Cartoon
I
Amateurs On Tho Stage
this
"swell spot" danced and yelled
8:80
P.T.).
Every Tuos., Thrift Mat.-l Oc
for moro.
Kemp's famous danco
Tlio Arthur Murray "Shag" Dan?
orchestraand MissFaye's
covs, recruited from the finalists of
¦
charming voice make ono
WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL BEAUTY LINES
the famous Now York Harvest Moon
oi! tho smartest and
Ball , do tho now dance authentically
brightest programs on
in Educfttional's film featuretto. "The
tho air.
Big Appl e," which is coming to the

..

..

Campus Personals

P-Hl'WJJ
"A Day at the
Races 9 '

%£[ . SCR EENO

Barbara Stanwy ck
Herbe rt Mars hall

"B reakfast for Two"

IWiiSBC fmm Holl ywood

"The Big App le"
"Mick y Mouse "

, GIGUERE'S
BARBER AND BEAUTY SHOP

Telephone 680

146 Main St.

State Theatre, Saturday in addition to
'
tho regular program,—Adv. " AAaA.. .:

Zeta Psi Wins

the year 1936-1937 and the points
totalled by each fraternity follows.
Zeta Psi, 927.
Lambda Chi Alpha, 914.
Delta Upsilon , 780.
Alpha Tau Omega, 774.
' Delta Kappa Epsilon, 73G.
Phi Delta Theta, 696.
Kappa Delta Rho , 597.
Tau Delta Phi, 367.
Non-frat, 333.
Theta Kappa Nu, 212.

proper vein was read by Kitty Coffin",
assisted by Connie Pratt, Ethel Bradstreet, and Jo Bodurtha. . Alice Mulligan in her inimitable manner sang
Minnie The Mermaid and Harriet
Felch and Ernestine "Wilson tap danced. Dancing, the music for which
In the third year of competition for
was furnished by Richard Follett, folthe Sprague Memorial Trophy, annulowed the entertainment. The whole
ally awarded to the fraternity which
party suggests fun , laughter, and
totals the most points in the inter-frasong, and was fittingly climaxed by
ternity athletic competition, the Zeta
the reading of the purposes of Alpha
Psi fraternity gained their second leg
Delta Pi.
on the ten year plaque by nosing out
The patronesses were Mrs. Newthe Lambda Chis. Permanent possesman , Mrs. Strong, and Mrs. Griffith,
sion of the trophy, which the Zetes
and of the other Alpha Delt alumna
have won twice an dthe Lambda Chis
present were Ruth Stinchfieid and
once, will go to the fraternity which
Helen Chase of Skowhegan, Rowena
wins it the most times over the ten
Brann of Waterville , and Jane Hanyear period. The final standings for
On Thursday evening, October 14, non an Alpha Delta Pi of Duke Uni1937, Alpha Delta chapter of Alpha versity, who was the guest of Alice
Delta Pi sorority held its rushing Mulligan.
party in the Alumnae Building, which
was for the night the very bottom of
REV. BRUSH
the sea, the idea was carried out to
(Continued from page 1)
the smallest detail which created that was a Jew alone who could finance
Temple Street
fascinating blue green nautical atmos- the Revolutionary War. Too, it was
phere, helped by mermaids and sea one of that race who founded a colony
horses, fish swimming above , trolls on an island off Buffalo for his perJOIN THE CROWD AT THE
and sea flowers, clam shells and secuted brothers.
Another fact
oysters.
which demands the respect of all peoThe dinner was followed by a live- ples for this group of mankind is that
ly entertainment. The Tale Of The the Jews represent the mother race in
FOR THE BEST
LUNCHES, CANDY, ICE CREAM Oysterman, a romance of the sea in a the religion of the world. Behind the
Old Testament stands the Jewish religion.
Mr. Brush continued that there has
never been a greater spiritual movement in histoi-y than that of the
prophets who stood before hordes of
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS THINK OF
hostile men and said , "Thus saith the
Lord." These same seers were those

Sprague Trophy

Alpha Ddts Hoid
Rushin g Part y

J. O. MICHAUD
Barber Shop

Puritan Sweet Shop

"Say It With Flower s"

who told of trouble coming, who spoke
for the • high God , who told of the
chosen people—Jews chosen to suffer.
In spite of their eminence the Jews
have never come anywhere first—not
even to Palestine. Always one of
this race has been considered an interloper and has been asked his right
to come. Rab'bi Wise says that the
main reason for such isolation is the
fact that people never once will allow
a Jew to forget that it was his own
race which crucified the Christ.
Mr. Brush stated further that the
Jewish people were once shepherds and
farmers but that ch'cumstances forced
them to give up such a life to become
business men. As everyone knows,
in the Christian era the church lay
down the law of usury. Since the
Jews were scattered everywhere they
could transport money back and forth
—hence they became the bankers of
the world. Nevertheless, full rights
of citizenship were not granted to
them until the nineteenth century,
and they were barred from universities and even from certain industries.
Today in this highly civilized world of
ours, the Jew still faces many of the
same problems. Christian history and
circumstance have made them concentrate on banking and money, but
the i-ace is not rich. One need only
visit the Ghetto in New York to prove
it for himself.
In addition , t"« Jew in a convenient target for persecution. At the
present time in Germany the middle

class is pressed to the wall, therefore
triey satisfy themselves with driving
the Jews out or with making them
miserable- The latter, though we
think of them as being well united
and racially pure, are neither. Even
in New York they do not get together
with one voice, but are everywhere,
of all opinions , and face the same problems we do. Too , there are all kinds
of Jews—Rabbis, Orthodox , Atheist.
Brandeis, Cardoza , and Morganthau
are all busy men in ¦the government
o-f our country, and yet they have
nothing in common. There is no single
Jewish type of political party, mind ,
or opinion.
In conclusion Mr . Brush remarked
that if anything can hold the Jews
together and give them a chance to
hold up their heads among all races,
it is the fact of their religion.
The
Jew should take his place in the
world because of his suffering which
has given him a clear voice. The faith
of his fathers can restore to him his
greatness and his glorious heritage.
If we, the maj oi'ity group, enter the
mind of the minority, shall we not
win through to a high tolerance
which will make better people of us
all ?

IMaddocks
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MITCHELL 'S

WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF

NOTICE
There will be a Kappa Phi
Kappa meet ing at 8 o'clock Fr iday even ing, in Professor Colgan 's office.

FLOWERS
We are always at your service
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